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Balancing Life
“Too many of us are not living our dreams because we are living our fears" 

1. What is it that currently occupies the majority of your time and effort ? 


1. What do you do during a normal day ?


2. How does what you do professionally contribute to achieving your personal goals ? 


3. If you could change some aspects of your professional/personal situation, what would you choose to change ? 


4. What do you consider to be your greatest accomplishments so far ? 


5. What activities are meaningful to you ? 


6. Do you know your preferred style of learning? 


1. If so, what is it ? 


7. How do you find you are best motivated ? 


8. What three steps could you take immediately that would make the greatest difference in your current situation(s) ?



If you were living your Ideal Average Day every day. 


1. Where would you live ?


2. What would your house look like ?


3. What’s the view like ?


1. Who are you with ?


2. What’s the conversation


4. What would you spend the first half of your day doing ?


5. Who runs your life ?


6. What does the mundane stuff look like ?

1. What do you eat ?


1. What would you have for breakfast  ?


2. What would you do for lunch ?


3. What do you have for dinner ?


4. Who do you eat with ?


2. Who are your friends ?


3. What do you do all day


4. What do you do for personal fulfilment


5. What life purpose are your striving toward ?


6. What legacy will you leave ?


1. For who ?

Homework



Exercise
Before you can live your Ideal Average Day, you have to be clear 
about What that looks like and Why it matters to you. 


Maybe there’s special you want to manifest now, or perhaps you 
have a Visionboard full of things you'd like to attract. 


Whatever you want to focus on is perfect, as long as it makes you 
feel good to dream about it 


Think of something that brings you immense joy 
Ask yourself these questions and allow the answer to come. Close 
your eyes, breathe in deeply, exhale completely.


Now write in your journal everything that comes to mind, it need not 
make sense, just write with that feeling of joy.


The secret to manifesting is holding space for joy and the feeling 
this brings, the excitement, motivation and love. 


Return to this feeling always, it will allow you to manifest all you 
desire.

Write your answer to these statements 


MY DESIRE IS TO MANIFEST.... 


THIS BRINGS ME JOY BECAUSE........ 




Exercise
What is it you want for today ?


Write your answer to these statements:


1. My Focus for Today is....


2. I want to Feel....


3. I want to Be....


4. I want to Receive....


5. I want to Give….




End of Module.Three



Click to your Fourth Module
Shifting Our Thoughts
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